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CSC Relaunches eRecording Website
WILMINGTON, Del.—CSC, the leading nationwide provider of electronic and paper real estate
document recording services, has relaunched eRecording.com to improve user experience as the
destination for real estate document recording industry knowledge. The site now features a new look,
enhanced functions, invaluable resources, and easier navigation for document submitters and
government recording offices, as well as anyone looking for information on the real estate document
recording industry.
“Our redesigned website represents our commitment to offer products and services that best meet the
needs of our clients,” said Mark Rosser, senior vice president for CSC. “The new site features an
engaging and intuitive design, making it easy for visitors to navigate the site and get what they need,
helping them solve any issues related to the recording of real estate documents.”
CSC is the partner of choice for submitters of real estate documents and government recording offices
nationwide and was first-to-market with an eRecording solution two decades ago. CSC’s proven
technology meets customer needs, allowing for fewer rejections, effortless payments, and faster
recording that is both secure and compliant with the rules of hundreds of jurisdictions nationwide.
“In addition to the site’s new look, we’ve expanded the content to offer our clients the most complete
resource for all of their submitting and recording needs,” said Kevin Kinderman, director of eRecording
solutions. “Just as our state-of-the-art technology makes it easy for clients to electronically record a real
estate document, our website makes it easy for visitors to find the information they need to operate
more effectively and efficiently.”
Document submitters and recorders interested in learning more about the benefits of electronic
recording can visit www.erecording.com for more information.
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About CSC

CSC provides a web-based, electronic document recording solution (eRecording) that allows document
submitters, including title companies, banks, and law firms, to electronically record real estate
documents with county offices throughout the U.S. Our system bridges the gap between submitters and
county offices, and enables easier document creation on the submitter side and faster recordation,
indexing, and acknowledgment on the recorder side. CSC was first to electronically record in the United
States, and our services remain the benchmark for speed, efficiency, and security. For more on how CSC
can improve the way you work, visit erecording.com.
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